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“Creative Commons is a nonprofit corporation dedicated to making it 
easier for people to share and build upon the work of others, consistent 

with the rules of copyright.”

“We provide free licenses and other legal tools to mark creative work 
with the freedom the creator wants it to carry, so others can share, 

remix, use commercially, or any combination thereof.”



  

Attribution - by
You let others copy, distribute, display, and perform your copyrighted work — and 
derivative works based upon it — but only if they give credit the way you request.

Share Alike - sa
You allow others to distribute derivative works only under a license identical to the 
license that governs your work.

Non-Commercial - nc
You let others copy, distribute, display, and perform your work — and derivative 
works based upon it — but for non-commercial purposes only.

No Derivative Works - nd
You let others copy, distribute, display, and perform only verbatim copies of your 
work, not derivative works based upon it.

From: http://creativecommons.org/about/licenses/

http://creativecommons.org/about/licenses/


  



  

The six cc licenses



  

By using a Creative Commons license, you do not give up your copyright; 
you still own your work.

Creative Commons licenses do not replace copyright registration—
they apply in addition to copyright.

Even if you're using a Creative Commons license, it is advisable to 
register your copyright so you can protect your work from unauthorized 

uses through the courts.
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  By: Bart Hiddink at http://www.flickr.com/photos/zoutedrop/2317065892/

http://www.flickr.com/photos/zoutedrop/2317065892/


  

Creative Commons and the New Intermediaries
by Michael W. Carroll

Michigan State Law Review, Vol. 45, 2006; Villanova Law/Public Policy 
Research Paper No. 2005-13.

Available at SSRN: http://ssrn.com/abstract=782405

http://ssrn.com/abstract=782405


  

"Creative Commons  licenses  facilitate cheap speech."

"For example, a teacher who wishes  to find materials to  copy for  a 
course pack can see immediately that she can use content licensed under 
an Attribution license without asking for permission. In addition, by using 

Creative Commons licenses, millions of bloggers ensure that 'news 
reader' programs may copy their respective RSS feeds and compile them 

into derivative works.  These speech transactions are made faster and 
cheaper by simple, machine-readable licenses."

- Creative Commons and the New Intermediaries
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A License or a Contract, Analyzing the Nature of 
Creative Commons Licenses

by Herkko A. Hietanen

NIR, Nordic Intellectual Property Law Review 6/2007, pages 517-535.

Available at SSRN: http://ssrn.com/abstract=1029366

http://ssrn.com/abstract=1029366


  

"By treating the Creative Commons licenses as pure licenses rather than 
contractual agreements, both licensor and licensee get a  predictable  legal deal. 
 The differences between contracts and one sided permissions are emphasized 
in public licensing. The difference is best seen in the way how the obligations 

are shared between the parties. In contractual agreement both parties generally 
have an obligation rising from the contract. The licensee in turn isn’t obliged to 

anything other than what the law enacts. This is why the licensee can’t be 
forced to comply with the license. Because the licensor is not creating any new 
obligations to the licensee, license creates only a one sided obligation for the 
licensor to tolerate actions that would otherwise covered by copyright. This is 

why the procedural safeguards normally required for forming a contract are not 
needed. Pure licensing doesn’t require the act of accepting nor does it require 

contractual competency from the licensee."

-Analyzing the Nature of Creative Commons Licenses



  

Subject to the above terms and conditions, the license granted here is 
perpetual (for the duration of the applicable copyright in the Work). 

Notwithstanding the above, Licensor reserves the right to release the 
Work under different license terms or to stop distributing the Work at 
any time; provided, however that any such election will not serve to 

withdraw this License (or any other license that has been, or is required 
to be, granted under the terms of this License), and this License will 
continue in full force and effect unless terminated as stated above.

-Creative Commons license, term 7b



  

Can CC give legal advice about its licenses or help 
with CC license enforcement?



  

What is Creative Commons?



  

Do I need to sign something or register to obtain a 
Creative Commons license?



  

What if I change my mind?



  

Directly: http://freeonlinesurveys.com/start.asp?sid=fyr5q6yfp30z1dl844578
or follow the link from our EdShare: http://www.edshare.soton.ac.uk/6305/

http://freeonlinesurveys.com/start.asp?sid=fyr5q6yfp30z1dl844578
http://www.edshare.soton.ac.uk/6305/


  

Thank you all for your time.

(once I stop talking you may clap)
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